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CEO’S CORNER 
As 2013 draws to a conclusion, I see our vision and mission being fulfilled. It 
has been an inspiring year as I’ve tracked the progress of students in our  
programs. Youth Tour 2013 was a tremendous success. Students gleaned the 
wonders of our beautiful country. The Student Advocacy program impacted 
the lives of several students throughout the year as grades improved. Sarah 
Akinwale, the oldest student of our first Youth Tour (2000), traveled to    
Nigeria, West Africa, fulfilling the goal for Eagle Empowerment students to 
become global citizens. Additionally, chaperones are among the first         
registrants for Youth Tour 2015’s cross country New England Adventure. 
Students are scurrying to  motivate their parents to join this exciting trip. Carol Houston 

 

YOUTH TOUR 2013  
  
The Historic Route 66 tour was an exhilarating experience for students participating in Youth Tour 2013. Students enjoyed 

their travel aboard a state-of-the-art motor coach. Parents glared with longing eyes as the 
coach, students and chaperones departed Los Angeles. One highlight was a journey by train 
to the majestic South Rim of the Grand Canyon. Students relaxed in the comfort of a     
vintage rail car as they peered through windows in amazement. The ride to the canyon from 
Williams, Arizona was filled with anticipation.  They arrived to behold a breath-taking view 
of the mouth of the canyon. The vast expanse of rocks and plateaus stretched as far as the 
eye could see. Students could hardly believe their eyes. The view in the canyon was           
magnificent on a gorgeous day. 
 
Other highlights include a visit to the Explora Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico, the 
Civil Rights Museum and Slave Haven in Memphis, Tennessee; Central High School and 

the Williams Jefferson Clinton Library in Little Rock, Arkansas. We also visited the college campuses of Middle Tennessee 
State University, Fisk University and Meherry Medical College. From these visits students  began to dream. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

STUDENT ADVOCACY 

 
Brother’s Tony and Torion Taylor have successfully completed the fall semester of our Student Advocacy Program. Mentored 
by advocates, Kevin Davis and Darrin Oliver, each student has shown a vast improvement in their grades through the       
assistance of the Student Advocacy Program. Seven year old Torion recently stated, “I like Advocacy because it is fun and it is 
the time I do my homework. My Advocate (Kevin) makes work easy and it is a place just for my Advocate and me. It is quiet 

time so I can finish my work.”  
 
Older brother, 12 year old Tony declared, “The reason why I like       
Advocacy is because I have the time to do my homework and finish it. I 
get to learn new things and I get to understand it better. I get to practice 
things that I learn and get a better understanding of it. When I bring my 
progress report, I get to explain with my advocate (Darrin) why I got the 
grades and how I earned each grade. When I attend Advocacy it is not 
just to do homework, it is to have a better education. When I usually come to Advocacy I am 

excited to come and do what I need to do. Another reason why I like Advocacy is because I like working with my advocate. I 
get to learn new things from him. I am glad Pastor Carol (CEO) came up with the idea God gave her for this program.    
Coming to this program, myself and other students will probably have a 50% chance to get good grades on our next report 
card. For the other 50% we will get good grades in the Spring. We will just keep on trying.” Tony and Torion are definitely 
headed to college. Their dreams propel them to strive to live within the disciplines of their parents and mentors. We salute 
these brothers as they soar towards their God given destiny.   

Tony Taylor  

Torion Taylor 



 

 

 

 
JOURNEY TO NIGERIA: FROM HOME TO HOME 

 
Although I began to travel across country as a teenage participant and chaperone of Youth Tour, September 5th marked the next step toward international travel. It 
was inevitable that I would finally take my love for travel to international destinations, and what greater place to start than the birth place of my mother and father: 
Nigeria, West Africa. I knew I was going to see my grandmother and a few other family members for the first 
time, but my brain was riddled with anxiety, excitement and anticipation about a place that I had only heard 
about. Though I was filled with many thoughts and emotions, I prayed and kept an open mind for whatever was 
ahead of me.    
 
The main purpose for the trip was to commemorate the life of my late grandfather, Prince Samuel Osetade 
Adekolurejo,  who passed December 2012. This was a formal commemoration of my grandfather's life and 
legacy. It was a family reunion with a lot of relatives and close friends present for the celebration. I spent a lot of 
time with family. I ate the food, I wore the clothes, I went to the markets, used the transportation, got stuck in 
traffic, fetched water and endured constant blackouts. I was truly immersed in the Nigerian hustle and bustle of 
life. I was spared no inconvenience and my familiar comforts were far removed, but I adapted well and this 
allowed me to be challenged and grow from the experience. 
 
Traveling abroad heightened my appreciation for the privileges and opportunities I have as an American. I never 
was one to take them for granted, but after having this first hand exposure, I am more aware and definitely more thankful. I was particularly touched by the         
appreciation many of my family members, neighbors, and even strangers expressed when my mother or my uncles gifted them with clothing, food, or money. The 
gifts were given with love and open hearts. The recipients were thankful because it made them feel special.   
 
In addition to my inspiration, I noticed that I was hyper-aware and critical in my perception of the people and the nation of Nigeria. The environment influenced my 
overall disposition. In my reflective moments, I wondered what lens I was looking through and if I was capable of being unbiased or open-minded? I pondered many 
questions: Was my “American” or “Western” lens causing me to focus more on the negative than the positive? Were my own privileges creating a barrier and limiting 
me from gaining insight? Were my moments of unrest stemming from my discomfort or from my being distressed and saddened by the impoverished conditions 
many people are facing in Nigeria? I wasn’t expecting Nigeria and its people to be perfect. Every country has its unique history, opportunities and imperfections. 
Perhaps since this was my first time overseas, I had stronger responses to things.  
 
Two things stood out to me in the environment which appeared destitute. First was the majestic nature of the country. Second, the intrinsic joy, gratefulness,       
hospitality and generosity of the people. The land’s abundant greenery and natural resources overshadowed the waste, smog and broken infrastructure. I stood back in 
awe, and admired the indescribable beauty of nature. It was a great joy to encounter the inherent attractiveness of the people. The qualities were more pronounced in 
my family. I am proud to have positive traits in my family lineage. Traveling abroad was challenging, beautiful and enlightening. I learned so much about myself, the 
world and my amazing family. I left my familiar home to find a new home in the hearts of my family in Nigeria. They live in my heart and memories. I look forward to 
the next journey in other parts of the world. Thank you Eagle Empowerment for your encouragement to be educated through motion.              by: Sarah Akinwale 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 

CHAPERONES GEARING UP FOR YOUTH TOUR 2015 

 

Chaperones met for their second motivational meeting with participants and parents in preparation of 
Youth Tour 2015—The New England Adventure. This fourth mega cross country tour of Eagle 
Empowerment will make a trek from Los Angeles, California to the New England States. As students 
examined the map following Youth Tour 2010, they noticed the Northeastern states did not have our 
footprints. It was determine that the next mega tour would be in that direction.  
 
Youth Tour 2015 will be 43 days long. There is much excitement as first time participants are in line to 
secure their seat. Students must raise $3,700.00 each and the financial campaign has begun. Many adults 
have voiced their enthusiaum in making this tour the best ever. The mentors are those who will assist in 
educating our students. We salute these adults for leading with excitement. 
           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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OUR MISSION STATEMENTOUR MISSION STATEMENTOUR MISSION STATEMENT   
 
The goal of Eagle Empowerment is to provide enlightenment for 
the community of South Los Angeles. We empower children and 
adults to think globally by using various educational tools such as 
travel, advocacy, personal growth seminars and tutorial instruction. 
Additionally, we inspire individuals to dream. We support  students 
in discovering their potential.  

THE NEW ENGLAND ADVENTURETHE NEW ENGLAND ADVENTURETHE NEW ENGLAND ADVENTURE 
 
The tour will travel from Los Angeles to Augusta, Maine; visiting several 
cities and State Capitols in-between. College tours include Yale, Harvard, 
Princeton, Howard, Spelman, Clark and Morehouse. Visiting the United 
States Military Academy at West Point is on the agenda. Exploring the 
cities of Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, DC, Atlanta, Birmingham, 
Dallas and Phoenix adds to the enthusiasm. 

Sarah with Mother, Grandmother and Uncle 

Chaperons & Mentors 


